Humanitarian Affairs UK and the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) are looking for Outstanding Student Leaders to attend the prestigious 8th edition of the University Scholars Leadership Symposium 2017 from August 1st to 7th at the United Nations in Bangkok, Thailand.

We are looking for 1,000 competent and compassionate student leaders representing their university and country in this largest youth gathering for Emerging Young Leaders.

Qualities we are searching for in this Global Leadership Development in Social Change program:

1. Young Leaders with exceptional leadership skills.
2. Young leaders with great knowledge on current world affairs.
3. Most importantly, young leaders with strong desire to build a sustainable and just world. To be the Voice for the Voiceless.

Please send in your CV and Delegate Application form by June 10th. Interviews might be conducted. We will stop accepting applicants once all the places are taken up as there is LIMITED SEATING at the United Nations.

Applicants from your university could enjoy the extended Early Bird Registration Fee until June 10th. The registration fee for an individual applicant is USD 950 and for group of 5 or more, the fee is lowered to USD 890 per student. Please note 7% VAT (Tax) is applicable to the registration fee.

Successful applicants will receive the Letter of Acceptance (LoA) within 3 to 5 working days.

For more information visit our website at www.universityscholars.org.uk or simply write in to irini.kassas@humanitarianaffairs.org for a copy of the application form.

You will not want to miss out on this opportunity to connect with some of the brightest young minds around the world.

Click on the video link below for a glimpse of other young leaders who have completed this week-long program successfully!
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It is my pleasure to commend for kind attention and support Humanitarian Affairs United Kingdom, for its outstanding contributions in nurturing emerging world leaders at its yearly University Scholars Leadership Symposium.

Humanitarian Affairs United Kingdom, is a remarkable civil society organization that has a fine record of engaging young people in volunteer humanitarian work, thereby providing creative avenues for young people to develop good citizenship and leadership skills while benefiting disadvantage communities.

The endeavors of Humanitarian Affairs are characterized by excellent management, innovative and yet practical approaches, as well as commitment to encouraging young people to develop a sense of global citizenship and responsiveness to those living in conditions of economics and social deprivation.

UNDP has worked with Humanitarian Affairs on numerous occasions over the course of several years. Each instance of partnership has reaffirmed that Humanitarian Affairs is a unique and vibrant organization that delivers on all its commitments. The partnership experience with Humanitarian Affairs and its team of dedicated professionals and young volunteers is refreshing and inspiring.

Humanitarian Affairs deserves every support for its worthy endeavors and in its organization of the 8th University Scholars Leadership Symposium, to be held in United Nations, Bangkok – Thailand on August 1 to 7, 2017. UNDP is proud to co-host this Symposium with Humanitarian Affairs.

Martin Hart-Hansen
Deputy Resident Representative
UNDP Thailand